AGENDA:

1. Welcome by NU President and Assembly Chair Morton Schapiro and Faculty Senate Chair Stephen Eisenman – 2 minutes
2. Announcements concerning Special Senate Committees on Salary and Benefits and Climate Change (Michael Schmitt and Rob Whittier) - 10 minutes
3. The NU Will Campaign (President Schapiro) - 5 minutes
4. Sports at NU -- unionization, safety and academic issues (John Elson, Schapiro, Eisenman, Linzer, and questions from the Assembly) - 15 minutes
5. NU's response to Title IX requirements -- recent discussions and progress (Angela Lawson, Lindsay Chase-Landsdale, and questions from the Assembly) - 10 minutes
6. NU's investment in coal and other extractive industries that negatively impact the environment, the Stanford example (Scott Brown, Schapiro and questions from Assembly) - 10 minutes
7. Status of the diversity requirement (Susan Lee) - 5 minutes
8. The end of NU's online learning partnerships (Provost Dan Linzer and questions from the Assembly) - 10 minutes
9. University Response to Sand Creek Massacre (Gary Fine and Schapiro) - 5 minutes
10. First generation and low income students at NU (Monica Prasad and Schapiro) - 5 minutes
11. Ongoing campus building projects (President Schapiro) - 5 minutes
12. New Business - 5 minutes

Faculty Assembly website: http://www.northwestern.edu/faculty-senate/faculty-assembly/index.html